String-scalar duality proposed by Y. Hosotani and membrane-scalar duality by A. Sugamoto are reexamined in the context of Kawaguchi Lagrangian formulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, one of the authors (RY) proposed in collaboration with Ootsuka, Ishida and Tanaka, a covariant Lagrangian formalism for field theories with the aid of Kawaguchi geometry [1] . Kawaguchi space [2] , also known as areal space, is defined by a set of a manifold M and an areal metric called Kawaguchi metric K . In case of field theories, M includes fields y i (i = 1, · · · , n) and parameters x µ (µ = 0, 1, · · · , D − 1) of space and time, on the equal footing, and is called extended configuration space. We label them as Z a (a = 0, · · · , n + D − 1).
Kawaguchi metric K is a kind of Lagrangian density, depending on the coordinates of point in M and its derivatives,
, where (I.1)
Integral of K over a given "sheet" S (or a higher dimensional sub-manifold depending on the theory) gives an area (or volume) of the "sheet". This gives an action of field theories: In the formulation, fields and parameters are not identified. If we assign {y i } as fields and {x µ } as parameters among {Z a }, the fields become functions of the parameters, such as σ :
. After the parametrization σ is fixed, we have
and the usual description of field theories appears. This operation σ * is sometimes called pullback of a parametrization σ. However it is important to note that there are a number of different ways for the parametrization.
In [1] , it is proved that every known action can be an area (a volume) of a certain subspace, so that every field theory can be reformulatedà la Kawaguchi. Nambu-Goto action is the prototype of this formulation. The equal treatment of fields and parameters in Kawaguchi
Lagrangian formulation gives much potential to reveal dualities which exist between different physical models.
Historically, Finsler introduced in the metric a derivativeẋ µ in addition to the coordinates x µ . This Finsler metric reads
Physicists understand easily the Finsler metric is nothing but the Lagrangian of quantum mechanics, giving a temporal development of the dynamics in terms of t. Afterwards
Kawaguchi generalizes the Finsler geometry so as to include higher order derivativesẍ µ , · · · , and also generalize it to the case with many parameters (field theories) mentioned above.
The purpose of this paper is to derive dualities among different physical models, using the indifferent nature of fields and parameters in the Kawaguchi Lagrangian formalism.
It is known in string theory and membrane theory in four space-time dimensions, the models are dually related to a field theory with two scalars by Hosotani [3] and a single scalar field theory by Sugamoto [4] , respectively. Therefore we first reexamine these dualities in the next section. The exchange of fields by parameters is clearly demonstrated.
A generalization of the dualities given in [3] and [4] is studied by Morris [5] afterwards. Baker and Fairlie [6] studied scalar field description of p-branes, by generalizing the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism of string by Nambu [7] .
In section three, we display an example of exchanging fermonic fields and parameters in the superstring model, where a fermionic field (NSR field) in the 9th component ψ 9 is exchanged by a parameter θ of the superspace. Compactification is also discussed in this model.
II. STRING AND MEMBRANE DUALITIES
In this section, we illustrate how to see dualities in terms of Kawaguchi Lagrangian formalism, taking up two Nambu-Goto type examples. One example is introduced by Y.
Hosotani [3] , which gives a duality between Nambu-Goto string and scalar field theory. Another example is given by one of the authors (AS) for membrane theory [4] . We demonstrate that their dualities can be observed manifestly at action level, which is originally proved by seeing the equations of motion. Here we consider Euclidean spacetime.
A. String-scalar duality
The actions for strings and two scalar fields in 4-dimensional spacetime in [3] are given by
, (II.7)
respectively, where ρ and φ are scalar fields on spacetime X µ , µ = 0, 1, 2, 3. τ and σ are worldsheet coordinates. Coefficients are taken arbitrary, since they are of no importance in this argument. Important fact is that one is 2-dimensional field theory and the other is 4-dimensional field theory.
To consider the duality between these two theories, we set a manifold M = {(τ, σ, ρ, φ, X µ )}.
Kawaguchi metrics for these actions are
(II.10) (II.9) and (II.10) have the same structure; only the difference is the degree of differential
for arbitrary parametrization (ξ 0 , ξ 1 ). It can be naturally extended to 4-dimensional field theory by adding extra scalar degrees of freedom as
These additional ρ and φ are degrees of freedom that are perpendicular to the worldsheet.
An identity of Jacobian gives
where ǫ µνλη is the anti-symmetric Levi-Civita symbol with ǫ 0123 = 1. From the first line to the second line of the above equation, we use the homogeneity condition of the Kawaguchi metric. The last line shows that S ′ is indeed a pullbacked action determined by (II.10) to the parameter space (X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ).
B. Membrane-scalar duality
Similar duality can be seen between membrane theory and scalar field theory in 4-dimension. The actions are
with scalar field φ.
We consider a manifold M = {(τ, σ, ρ, φ, X µ )}, and Kawaguchi metrics for these actions are
As well as the string-scalar case, the membrane action (II.15) is written by
for arbitrary parameters (ξ 0 , ξ 1 , ξ 3 ). Then we obtain
It is a pullbacked action of (II.18) to the parameter space (X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ).
At the end of this section, we give a comment on the equivalence of string or membrane model with the scalar model. Equivalence can be proved by setting the equation of motions in Kawaguchi Lagrangian formulation, and choosing the parametrizations. In the stringscalar duality, the parametrizaion is X µ = X µ (τ, σ) in the string model and ρ = ρ(X µ ), φ = φ(X µ ) in the scalar model, while in the membrane-scalar duality,
in the membrane model and φ = φ(X µ ) in the scalar model. The result of this section is that the dualities known in [3] and [4] are re-derived manifestly in Kawaguchi Lagrangian formulation, and that a simple relation (II.9) and (II.10), or (II.17) and (II.18) is found between Kawaguchi metrics of dually related theories. Here the degrees of forms of the Kawaguchi metric is changed by a definite way.
A conjecture at the quantum level on the possible equivalence of string or membrane model with scalar model will be given in the discussion.
III. EXCHANGE OF FERMONIC FIELDS AND VARIABLES AND COMPACTIFICATION
Kawaguchi Lagrangian formalism has the indifferent nature between fields and variables.
We exemplify the exchange of fermionic fields and variables, taking a superstring model and discuss its compactification. We start with the superstring action on superspace [8] ,
where µ = 0, 1, · · · , 9. Complex numbers z andz and Grassmann parameters θ andθ form the 2-dimensional superspace. X µ gives the location of the string world sheet, and ψ µ and ψ µ gives a two-component spin located on the string world sheet. The α ′ is a Regge slope parameter and its inverse gives the tension of the string. Integration with respect to θ and θ gives the standard superstring action
with (ξ 0 , ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 ) = (z,z, θ,θ). Note that spacetime parameters and fields are on the same footing. Because of the reparametrization invariance, there is no restriction that we should pullback the action only to the original spacetime (z,z, θ,θ). Even (z,z, ψ 9 ,ψ 9 ) can be regarded as some other parameter space. In the latter case fermionic quantities θ and θ become functions of (z,z, ψ 9 ,ψ 9 ). For our purpose, we consider the case θ = θ(ψ 9 ) = ψ 9 ,θ =θ(ψ 9 ) =ψ 9 . Then the pullback of F µ turns into
(III.27) Now, the 4-forms appearing in (III.26) become
where we denote the new parameters as (ζ 0 , ζ 1 , ζ 2 , ζ 3 ) = (z,z, ψ 9 ,ψ 9 ). Finally we obtain
ζ is inserted to clarify that it is an expression under the parametrization by ζ = {ζ 0−3 }. The terms other than the first are indeed 8-dimensional superstrings, and the first term shows remaining degree of freedom of compactified space.
If we integrate the action with respect to ζ 2 = ψ 9 and ζ 3 =ψ 9 , then we have
The reason why θ andθ do not recover as fields but disappear from the action after the replacement of the role of θ andθ with that of ψ 9 andψ 9 is in the choice of the parametrization σ ζ , where θ andθ are fixed as θ = ψ 9 andθ =ψ 9 without (z,z) dependence. Therefore this choice of parametrization σ ζ triggers the disappearance of ψ 9 andψ 9 in (III.30). The contribution to the action from the 9th direction is
if the 9th direction is compactified as a circle with radius R. Correspondingly the first term gives the momentum and winding contributions with Kaluza-Klein excitation number m and winding number w, while the second term gives the excitation energy from vibration modes in the 9th direction. As usual, N 9 n andÑ 9 n are the occupation number of the n-th vibration modes of right-moving and left-moving modes, respectively. The compactification is unfortunately not derived manifestly by the exchange of fermionic fields and variables.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have studied two examples, string-scalar duality of [3] and membranescalar duality of [4] in the context of Kawaguchi Lagrangian formulation. In the examples, exchange of fields and parameters is naturally performed owing to the indifferent nature of fields and parameters in Kawaguchi Lagrangian formulation. Such exchange can be also applied between fermionic fields and fermonic parameters. Indeed we carry out in the superstring model the exchange between the 9th components (ψ 9 andψ 9 ) of NSR fields and the fermionic coordinates (θ andθ) of the superspace.
In the proof of dualities in section II, a simple relation is found between the Kawaguchi metrics of the dually related theories in which the degree of forms in Kawaguchi metric is increased from 2-form to 4-from in the string-scalar duality, from 3-from to 4-from in the membrane-scalar duality, respectively. This is a very important point. The equivalence of the models is proved at the classical level, or by showing the equivalence of equations of motion. Then, what happens if we quantize the models?
Quantization of field theories in Kawaguchi Lagrangian formulation may be given by
where we explicitly denote the dimensionality p of the configuration which we are studying.
This p-dimensionally extended object is now called p-brane (If p = 1 it is string, and if p = 2, it is membrane.) In order to quantize p-branes, we have to sum over all possible configurations S p+1 of p + 1-dimensional word volume of p-branes in M. Let denote the set of {S p+1 } as S p+1 .
The N-point amplitude A N (x (1) , · · · , x (n) ) of p-branes is discussed in [4] , in which the amplitude is defined by summing over all the configurations X µ of p-branes which pass through the N-points, Therefore, the following conjecture may be given.
Let the extended configuration space
Here we separate the parameters into two categories, (ξ 0 , · · · , ξ p ) and (ξ p+1 , · · · , ξ D−1 ). In four dimensional string, the first category is the parametrization of string world sheet (τ, σ), and the second category is the set of scalar fields (ρ, φ). Similarly, in four dimensional membrane, the first category is (τ, σ, ρ) and the second category is (φ). In section II, we have learned that the string can be described in terms of 2-form action over 2-dimensional surface, or the 4-form action over 4-dimensional surface, while membrane can be described by 3-form action or 4-form action over 3-dimensional or 4-dimensional surface. Therefore, in order to study dualities we have to prepare more general subspaces, describing the configurations of q-branes, where q is not necessarily equal to p but can be p, D − 1, and so forth.
In order to estimate the N-point amplitude, a special subspaces S q (x (1) , · · · , x (N ) ) (⊂ S q ) should be prepared: where q is not necessarily p, as was mentioned above even when we are studying p-branes.
If the following amplitudes depending on q is defined by At present this is only a conjecture. However, we hope that the method given in this paper may elucidate various dualities existing in physics and mathematics.
